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Syllabus 2019 

Please Double check for errors/updated info 

2015 Paper 

Choose the incorrect sentence in eng portion ..prepositions..n choose correct sentence.. 

Math portion 

90 angle is also called right angle 

Linear motion is motion of straight line 

5x=30 solve 

Find proprtion one km to 1000m 

Pak study 

Quaid present 14 points in which year 

Who wrote now or never 

Ghazwa badar in which hijri 

Present of uk;afghanistan 

President of india 

Tashket agreement between 

Gomal pass? 

Morroco capital is Rabat etc 

normal body temperature 

location of genes in body,,,DNA 

NO OF poles in magnet...2 
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opposite charge ,,,,attract 

charge is store in,,,,capacitor 

diameter always divide circle in,,,2parts 

no of bones in human skeleton....206 

right angle is ,,,,90 

ratio of 1km to 600m,,,,5/3 

power set of (1,2,3) has no of elements,,,,8 

for survival of species ,,,,,reproduction is necessary 

study of medicine manufacturing is called,,,,pharmacy 

saif ullah is tittle of which sahabi,,,,khalid bin waleed RA 

muslim stay in ,,,,,,,,during social baycott 

who translated quran from arabic into persian,,,,,shah wali ullah 

basic belief in islam,,,,5 

diamond is dorm of ,,,,,carbon 

ghzwa badar was happend in ,,,,,2 hijri 

dangerous gas is,,,,co 

all india muslim league was founded in ,,,,Dhaka 

quaid e azam deliverd 14 points in 1929 

first president of pakistan ,,,iskindar mirza 

who wrote now or never,,,,ch rahmat ali 

last viceroy of india ,,,,lord mount battn 

first marshal law was imposed in 1958 

indus basin treaty was signed in 1960 

0n 27th december 2007,,,,,,,,was assinated.benazir bhutto 

gomal pass canectted ,,,,,pakistan and afghanistan 

zia ul haq was died in ,,,,17th august 1988 

sueze canal is situated near to ,,,,,egypt 

pakistan and afghanistan border is called,,,,duard line 
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ECO founding members,,pakistan,turkey,iran 

muslim performed first hajj in supervision of hazrat ,,,,ABOU BAKAR RA 

2nd world war was,,,,1939 to 1945 

world trade center located in newyork 

2nd islamic summit was held in,,,,lahor 

babri masjid accident was happend in,,,,1992 

economic corridor connect,,,non of these 

present british prime minister is ,,,,,david cameron 

iran revolution was in ....1979 

russia attacked on afghanistan in ,,,,1979 

electron has,,,,negative charge 

morraco or monacco capital,,,, 

guardian of holly prophet Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH).....hazrat Abou Talib 

mangla dam is situated in which province,,,,no of these 

 

circumference divide circle into,,,,,,degrees .360 

distance on circle circumference is called ,,,,arc 

two circle having radius of 3,5 and touching extremely,,,,center distance between them is ....8 

0.01 can be written as,,,,1/100 

25% can be written as ,,,,,0.25 

a;b::c;d,band c is called means 

motion of an object moving satraigth line is calle ,,,,,linear motion 

1=1,2=8.3=27,,,,,,,4=64 

1,2,3,5,7,....11 

5x=30,x=6 

null set is also called ....empty set 

afghanistan president is ,,,,Ashraf Ghani 

one ratio and proportion question whose answer was 60 
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madrassa suffa was established in.....Masjid Nabvi SAW 

1. capital of Nepal(katmando) 

2. capital of USA (Washington DC) 

3. Capital of morocco (Rabat) 

4. Kaaba first time cunstruct (Ibrahim a.s.) 

5. Islamic revolution in Iran (1979) 

6. Khunjrab pass (pak & china) 

7. Last railway station in KPK (Landikotal) 

8. Devine Books of Islam (4) 

9. PLO Abrevation 

10. Abdul kalam azad belong to (india congress) 

11. Gomal pass (pak & afganistan) 

12. Mangla Dam (None) 

13. Uhad battle (3 hijri) 

14. First mosque in Islam ( Masjid Quba) 

15. Madrassa name in masjid nabvi s.a.w.(madrassa suffa) 

16. Zun norain (Hazrat Usman r.a) 

17. saifullah (Hazrat Khalid bin walid r.z) 

18. Hazrat ayesha father (hazrat abubakkar r.z) 

19. atom has charge (neutral) 

20. Russia attack on afganistan(1979) 

21. fall of dhaka took place (1971) 

22. founding member ECO (Pakistan, Iran, Turkey) 

Math 

1: Find the value... 5X=30 ? 

2: Relation between two same quantities of same kind ? 

3: Ratio of One kilometer to 600 meters ? 
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4: Number of elements in power set of {1,2,3} are.......? 

5: Circumference of a circle is divided in .......... degrees? 

6: A Right angle is an angle of .......... degrees? 

7: Distance of any of any of circle to its center is known as .......? 

8: Null set means .....? 

9: A team won 4 hockey matches and lost 5 matches, The ratio of win to loss is....... ? 

10: A part of circumference of a circle is ? 

11: Diameter divides the circle in how many parts? 

12: In a:b :: c:d , b and c are called ? 

13: Radii of two externally touching circles are 3cm and 5cm, the distance between their centers 

will be? 

14: 0.01 is equal to? 

15: 1=1, 2=8, 3=27, ............. 

16: 0.25 ? what percent 

17:1=1,2=3,3=5,4=7,..........? 

18: An outer angle of a right angle is equal to ........ degrees 

19: Find , 4:x :: 5 : 15 

20: Linear motion means..........? 

 

Everyday Science 

1:Opposite charges ........ each other 

2: Number of poles in a magnet? 

3: In computer Technology, processed data is called? 

4:process of how Plants make their food ? 

5: An electronic message is known as........? 

6: Essential process for continuation of species is .......? 

7: Genes are located on...... ? 

8: Normal body temperature is .....? 

9: Which one is more poisonous gas .....? ( Nitrogen, carbon, carbon mono oxide, neon) 
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10: study of preparing medicine is known as ....? 

11: Smallest particle of matter is....? 

12:Ratio of Hydrogen and oxygen in water .....? 

13: .......... is used in thermometer. 

14: Electron has ....... charge. 

15: Diamond is a form of..........? 

16: storage of charge is done in...........? 

 

 

Islamiat 

1:Quran was translated into Persian by ....? 

2: Basic beliefs of Islam are ...... ? 

3: Madrassah Suffa was established at which mosque...? 

4: Who was the guardian of the Holy Prophet.........? 

5: Battle of Badr was fought in ......... Hijra? 

6: Saif Ullah was the title of ............? 

7: ......... Idols were placed in Khana Kaaba? 

8: Ameer-e Hajj was ........? 

9: Bani Hasham stayed in ......... during social bycott? 

10: Superiority of Human Beings over Angels is due to.........? 

 

Pakistan Affairs 

1: President Zia-ul-Haq died on..........? exact date 

2: .......... was martyred on 27th December 2007. 

3: Gomal pass connects....? 

4: Founding members of E.C.O....? 

5 : Suez canal is near.........? Egypt was the answer. P.S Fpsc is obsessed with Suez canal :P 

6: Russia attacked Afghanistan on.....? 
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7: Tashkent was signed between? 

8: Bangladesh was separated after the war of.....? 

9: Babri Mosque was demolished in the year.....? 

10: Economic corridor connects .......? 

11: Second World War took place from...... to .......? 

12:Mangla Dam is located in.....? 

13: Second Islamic Conference was held in which city? 

14: Iranian Revolution in the year......? 

15: Which department is responsible for the discovery of oil and gas in Pakistan....? 

16: Capital of Morocco? 

17: PM of India? 

18: PM of Britain? 

19: Afghanistan-Pakistan border is known as.......? 

20: Geneva accord was signed on.... ?exact date 

21: Tragedy of World Trade Center took place in the city of.......? 

22: Gondwana port is located on which ocean/bay? 

23:All India Muslim League was founded in the city of.....? 

24: Quaid-e-Azam presented his 14 points in the year.....? 

25:The pamphlet 'Now or Never' was written by ........? 

26: Last Governor General of United India? 

27: Last Governor General of Pakistan..? 

28:First martial law in Pakistan was promulgated in the year......? 

29:Water dispute with India was settled through ......? 

 

English 

1: Free books should be provided ....... poor students. 

2: He is blind ..... one eye. 

3: He cast a glance ...... me. 
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4: Poor health is always a drawback.....success in life. 

5: This officer is very prompt...... taking decisions. 

zia died, 17 aug 1988 

bindra nayeke belongs to which country,, 

parallelogram..equal 

geneva accord.. 1988 

chronology is the study of ... 

mangla dam situated in which province 

water and co2 will make..soda water, lime water,etc 

1: Find the value... 5X=30 ? 

2: Relation between two same quantities of same kind ? 

3: Ratio of One kilometer to 600 meters ? 

4: Number of elements in power set of {1,2,3} are.......? 

5: Circumference of a circle is divided in .......... degrees? 

6: A Right angle is an angle of .......... degrees? 

7: Distance of any of any of circle to its center is known as .......? 

8: Null set means .....? 

9: A team won 4 hockey matches and lost 5 matches, The ratio of win to loss is....... ? 

10: A part of circumference of a circle is ? 

11: Diameter divides the circle in how many parts? 

12: In a:b :: c:d , b and c are called ? 

13: Radii of two externally touching circles are 3cm and 5cm, the distance between their centers 

will be? 

14: 0.01 is equal to? 

15: 1=1, 2=8, 3=27, ............. 

16: 0.25 ? what percent 

17:1=1,2=3,3=5,4=7,..........? 

18: An outer angle of a right angle is equal to ........ degrees 

19: Find , 4:x :: 5 : 15 
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20: Linear motion means..........? 

21:Opposite charges ........ each other 

22: Number of poles in a magnet? 

23: In computer Technology, processed data is called? 

24:process of how Plants make their food ? 

25: An electronic message is known as........? 

26: Essential process for continuation of species is .......? 

27: Genes are located on...... ? 

28: Normal body temperature is .....? 

29: Which one is more poisonous gas .....? ( Nitrogen, carbon, carbon mono oxide, neon) 

30: study of preparing medicine is known as ....? 

31: Smallest particle of matter is....? 

32:Ratio of Hydrogen and oxygen in water .....? 

33: .......... is used in thermometer. 

34: Electron has ....... charge. 

35: Diamond is a form of..........? 

36: storage of charge is done in...........? 

37:Quran was translated into Persian by ....? 

38: Basic beliefs of Islam are ...... ? 

39: Madrassah Suffa was established at which mosque...? 

40: Who was the guardian of the Holy Prophet.........? 

41: Battle of Badr was fought in ......... Hijra? 

42: Saif Ullah was the title of ............? 

43: ......... Idols were placed in Khana Kaaba? 

44: Ameer-e Hajj was ........? 

45: Bani Hasham stayed in ......... during social bycott? 

46: Superiority of Human Beings over Angels is due to.........? 

47: President Zia-ul-Haq died on..........? exact date 
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48: .......... was martyred on 27th December 2007. 

49: Gomal pass connects....? 

50: Founding members of E.C.O....? 

51: Suez canal is near.........? Egypt was the answer. 

52: Russia attacked Afghanistan on.....? 

53: Tashkent was signed between? 

54: Bangladesh was separated after the war of.....? 

55: Babri Mosque was demolished in the year.....? 

56: Economic corridor connects .......? 

57: Second World War took place from...... to .......? 

58:Mangla Dam is located in.....? 

59: Second Islamic Conference was held in which city? 

60: Iranian Revolution in the year......? 

61: Which department is responsible for the discovery of oil and gas in Pakistan....? 

62: Capital of Morocco? 

63: PM of India? 

64: PM of Britain? 

65: Afghanistan-Pakistan border is known as.......? 

66: Geneva accord was signed on.... ?exact date 

67: Tragedy of World Trade Center took place in the city of.......? 

68: Gondwana port is located on which ocean/bay? 

69:All India Muslim League was founded in the city of.....? 

70: Quaid-e-Azam presented his 14 points in the year.....? 

71:The pamphlet 'Now or Never' was written by ........? 

72: Last Governor General of United India? 

73: Last Governor General of Pakistan..? 

74:First martial law in Pakistan was promulgated in the year......? 

75:Water dispute with India was settled through ......? 
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76: Free books should be provided ....... poor students. 

77: He is blind ..... one eye. 

78: He cast a glance ...... me. 

79: Poor health is always a drawback.....success in life. 

80: This officer is very prompt...... taking decisions. 

1=1,2=3,3=5,4=7,..........? 

A team won 4 hockey matches and lost 5 matches, The ratio of win to loss is....... ? 

 

 

2018 Paper 

Party of Angela markel 

Percentage of water in blood 

Who was Jamal kashogi 

Prophet was from which clan of Bani hashim 

Cost longest bridge of the world 

where IFF meeting held 

Option of shortcut key for increasing size font of character 1.5 

What is the different between the simple and compound interest at 15 % if principle amount is 

500 

35 % of 25 % of 15 % of 95 

What’s is meant by poly 

A bolt from blue means 

Under which artical right of life is mentioned in constitution of 1973 of Pakistan 

13th amendment passed on which date 

What is the source of 1000 MW electricity of Pakistan from which country new contract is 

signed 

Muhammad ali Bogra visited US on which date 

Name of Pakistan female in Australia parliament 

Which date Pakistan industrial cooperation act of signed and approved 
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What is meaning of Sidra tu muntaha 

CPEC is part of which contract mainly 

Gravitational force of earth in value 

Greater then and equal to is the sign of which operation in the language of ALU 

Finance minister of Saudi Arabia 

How many tarcels bones in human body 

Sun is star 

What is suplimentary angle 

Cutting of paint art is called what 

What is the functional of crtl Z 

From where macros is computer be adjusted 

Chaina signed a contract of railway line from China to which city 

Which one is having least mass electoron , proton or neutron 

Choromose is composed of what matter 

Computer ::: 

 

- Change line height to 1.5 shortcut key in ms word : Ctrl+1 , Ctrl+2, Ctrl+5 

answer: Ctrl+5 , self checked 

 

-The process of removing unwanted part of an image is called 

answer: Cropping or cutting 

 

- Page numbers can be included in : Header, Footer, both, none 

answer: both , https://support.office.com/en-us/art...9-be4808a291f4 

 

- Which chart is uded to show change over time: Line Chart, Pie Chart, Bar chart 

answer: Line Chart , google 
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- Excel file is generally called: Workbook, Worksheet, spreadsheet 

answer: Workbook 

 

- Maximum font size one can apply to any character: 1634,1636,1638,none 

answer: 1638, https://answers.microsoft.com/en-us/...e-8048107a6d06 

 

- In Excel, which one denoted a range from B1 through E5 

answer: B1:E5 

 

- the most basic unit in excel is : Row, column, cell 

answer: cell 

 

- In Excel, Rows are labelled as : 1,2,3, , A,B,C 

answer: 1,2,3 

 

- Functions in MS Excel must begin with ___ 

answer: = sign 

 

 

 

GK, Islamiyat,Pak affair,current affair everday science 

 

- HCL chemical formula of : Hydrogen Chloride 

answer: Hydrogen Chloride , Hydrochloric Acid (Hydrogen Chloride) hydochloride 

 

- Least mass among following: Proton, electron, Neutrino, none 

answer: Neutrino , google 
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- Which of following is used to kill microorganism.: Antibiotic , Antiseptic, Antigen 

answer:Antibiotic 

 

- Among following not vertebrates ;Reptiles, Birds, Insects 

answer: Insects , phylum Arthropoda 

 

- Rear view mirror of a vehicle is: Concave, Plane, Convex 

answer: Convex , google 

 

- Istrument used to measure purity of milk: Barometer, chromometer, Lactometer 

answer: Lactometer 

 

- Percentage of water in blood is: 70, 90, 80 

answer: 80 ,https://biology.stackexchange.com/qu...-water-content or 92 % 

 

- Source of energy in human brain : Glucose, Protein, Fats 

answer: Glucose , google 

 

- Which of the following become obligatory in 2 Hijri : Roza, Eid, 

answer: Roza 

 

- Sidratul muntaha means?: House of noor , tree of noor, place of noor 

answer: tree of extremity, hence none, see wiki 

 

- which pillar is considered as armour, : Roza, namaz, 

answer: Roza 

 

- Those arabs which live in desert are called: baduin , Sheikhs, Hizji 
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answer: baduin 

 

- Prohet took refuge while travelling from makkak to madina in cave: Hira, soar 

answer: Soar 

 

- In cave soar 1st revelation came, surah?: Falaq, Alaq, 

answer: alaq 

 

- Angela Markel political party: Free democrats 

answer: Christian Democratic Union of Germany 

 

- Saudi Jamal Khashoggi was a : Journalist 

answer: Journalist 

 

- CPEC is a component of: One belt one road initiative 

answer: One belt one road initiative , see wiki 

 

- FATF : Combat Terrorism Financing , Tourism financing? 

answer: Combat Terrorism Financing , MOney laundering , see wiki 

 

- Mr. M. Javad Zarif , foreign minister of : Iran , Bangladesh, Kuwait 

answer: Iran , see wiki 

 

- General election in Afghanistan took place on : 20 sep 2018, 30,25 

answer: 20 October 2018 , hence none 

 

- China Opened world longest sea crossing bridge linking Hongkong to : Mainland , Beijing, 

Alaska 

answer: Mainland , 55 km, Hong Kong to Macau and the mainland Chinese city of Zhuhai. 
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- China new Rail and Road Cargo Service linking Lanzhou Capital of Northwest China's Gansu 

Province to : Peshawar, Islamabad, Lahore 

answer: ISLAMABAD, see google 

 

- US recognized Jarusalem as capital of Israel, Shifted its embassy on: 14 sep 2017, 14 May 

2018, 30 march 2018 

answer: May 14, 2018 

 

- USMCA (Formerly NAFTA) member includes: 

answer: US, Mexico,Canada , see google 

 

- PM attended 2nd edition of annual Future Investment Initiative (FII) conference in : Riyyadh 

answer: Riyyadh , https://nation.com.pk/23-Oct-2018/pm...nference-today 

 

- Which agreement was due to soviet premeir Kosygin: Tashkent 

answer: Tashkent Declaration 1966, see wiki 

 

- Constitution of 1956 was passed by 2nd constituent assembly on: 29 Feb 1956, 23 march 1956 

answer: 29 Feb 1956 , http://www.na.gov.pk/en/content.php?id=75 

 

- PM , clean and green Pakistan date: 2 oct 2018, 4,8 

answer: 8 oct 2018, https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/37...istan-campaign or 13 oct 

 

- CASA Transmission , 1 GW energy project is bw pak : Tajikstan, krgystan, both 

answer: from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan to Pakistan and Afghanistan , hence both 

 

- Kashmir black day is observed on : 27 oct , 25 oct 

answer: 27 oct, see google 
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- UN Human Rights Prize 2018 to : Asma Jhangir, Malala, Benazir 

answer: Asma Jhangir , https://www.un.org/pga/73/2018/10/25...-rights-prize/ 

 

- President national immunization drive on oct 15,2018 agaisnt disease: polio, measeles, typhoid 

answer: Measles 

 

- 13th amendment was passed omn: July 1997 , april or oct 1998 

answer: 1stApril 1997, http://www.academia.edu/19889788/The...s_Constitution 

 

- Pervaiz musharaf and vajpayee , historical summit on July, 14-16,2001 took place: Agra, Delhi 

answer: Agra summit, see wiki 

 

- Everyone has a right to life, liberty, and security , is in article of constitution: 3,7,16 

answer: none, searcged google 

 

- PIDC was established in : 1972, 1951,1961 

answer: 1952, so none from google 

 

Math: 

 

- 0,1,2,6,16,44,? : 110,120,88 

answer: 120 

Ctrl +Z function 

Sun is a star 

Gravtional acceleration speed 9.8 metres per second 
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2019 Paper 

Who took oath from Quaid... Justice Abdul Rasheed 

Who took oath from Liaqat Ali Khan... Quaid e Azam 

Electric motor... Converts electric energy into mechanical energy 

Whose nation was destroyed with rain of stones... Hazrat Loot A.S 

Shah wali Ullah d.o.b... 21 Feb 1703 

Who gave two nation theory... Sir syed Ahmed khan 

Who gave idea of separate nation... Allama Iqbal 

Cricketer of the year... Virat Kohli 

Largest airport worth $11 billion... Istanbul Turkey 

Math: 

1) If you increase the length and width of a rectangle by 10%, its area would increase by what 

percentage? 

Ans: 21% 

 

2) (x-y)^2 = 74 and xy = 7, what would be the average of x and y? 

Ans: None of them (according to options) 

 

3) How many hours would be half of one-third of the quarter of a day? 

Ans: 1 

 

4) 6/5 of what number is 360? 

Ans: 300 

 

5) (x-1)/x = (x+2)/(x+1) what is x? 

Ans: -1/2 

 

6) 
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Islamiat: 

1) Sanan-ibn-e-Maja was written by? 

 

G.K: 

1) Which Nobel peace prize laureate and former secretary general of U.N died in 2018? 

 

P.ST: 

1) Imran Khan is _ prime minister of Pakistan. 

 

2) Who was nominated by the grand opposition alliance to be the speaker national assembly? 

 

Science: 

1) Shortest wavelength of colour(light)? 

Ans: (Mine: Blue) 

 

2)Longest wavelength of colour (light) 

Ans: Red 

 

3) Melting point of Tungston? 

 

4) Lightning rod is made of up which material? 

 

5) Metal used for its electromagnet properties? 

 

6) Bubbles shine due to the phenomenon of? 

 

Computer: 

1) Hyperlink shortkey in powerpoint? 
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2) Underline shortkey in excel? 

 

3) Formulae are used in excel? 

4) Formula palette is for? 

Batch 4 dated 4-05-2019 

1. Smallest integers... total 3 questions... ans were all negative options 

2.largest odd number.... 999 and 9999... 2 separate questions 

3.prime number... none of these 

4. 14 out of 35 failed.. 40 percent failed 

5. 5050 paid in lieu of zakat.. option c 

6.donald trump visit saudia first 

7. Make America great again.. donald trump 

8.raja Ijaz... ambassador to saudia 

9. In environment forum for ministreal.. vice chairman is paksitan 

10. Aviation summit 2019. Washington 

11.we live on crust 

12. Crust is 0 to 70 km deep 

13. Thickest part of earth is mantle 

14.work does not depend on time 

15.dot product of 2 perpendicular vector is zero 

16.work on 25km in 25 sec.. none of these 

17.energy stored in watch spring is kinetic. I guess 

18.saudia will built oil refinery worth 9 billion 

19. Total ruku in the Quran ..558 

20. Masarif e sadaqat.. 8 I think 

21. Last surah of Quran .. surah al nas 

22. All India Muslim league first session in which city..karachi 
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23.taliban appointed mulah bardar for peace negotiation 

24.afp award to Pakistani journalist 

25.nobel prize 2019 in medicine 

26. Jamal khashogi Saudi journalist 

27. Ozone layer discovered by 

28 add salt to water increase boiling point 

29. Add impurities to water decrease freezing point 

30. First state annexed to India 

31.global warming temperature limit set in Paris climate 

32 holocaust day 


